
REGULATION TO AMEND REGULATION 33-109 RESPECTING 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
 
 
Securities Act  
(R.S.Q., c. V-1.1, s. 331.1, par. (1), (3), (26) and (27)) 
 
 
1. Subparagraph (d) of paragraph (3) of section 3.1 of Regulation 33-109 respecting 
Registration Information is amended, in the French text: 
 

(1) in subsection (iv), by replacing the word “verifiés” with the word “audités”; 
 
(2) in subparagraph (v), by replacing the words “au vérificateur” with the words 

“à l’auditeur”. 
 
2. Paragraph (3) of section 6.2 of the Regulation is amended by replacing, in the 
French text, the words “de vérificateur” with the words “d’auditeur”. 
 
3. Form 33-109F6 of the Regulation is amended: 
 
 (1) in the French text and under the title “Contents of the form”:  
 

(a) in point 8, by replacing the word “verifiés” with the word “audités »; 
 
(b) in point 9, by replacing the words “au vérificateur” with the words “à 

l’auditeur”; 
 
 (2) in the French text of section 5.12, by replacing the words “vérifie”, 
“vérificateur” and “du vérificateur” with, respectively, the words “audite”, “auditeur” and 
“de l’auditeur”; 
 
 (3) in section 5.13, by replacing the words “balance sheet” with the words 
“statement of financial position”; 
 
 (4) in the French text of section 5.14, by replacing the words “au vérificateur”, 
“le vérificateur” and “vérification” with, respectively, the words “à l’auditeur”, “l’auditeur” 
and “audit”; 
 
 (5) in the French text of Schedule C : 
 
  (a) by replacing, wherever they occur in the table, the words “à court 
terme” with the word “courant”; 
 
  (b) by replacing, in point 5 of the table, the words “d’apparentés” with 
the words “de parties liées”; 
 
  (c) by replacing, in the paragraph entitled “Line 11. Guarantees”, the 
words “passif à court terme dans le bilan” with the words “passif courant dans l’état de la 
situation financière”; 
 
 (6) in the first paragraph of Schedule 1 of Form 31-103F1, by replacing the 
words “Actifs à court terme” with the words “Actif courant”. 
 
4. This Regulation only applies to filings of Form 33-109F6 Firm Registration that 
include annual financial statements or interim financial information for periods relating to 
financial years beginning on or after January 1, 2011. 
 
5. This Regulation comes into force on January 1, 2011. 
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